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1.A graph-based computational framework for the analysis of 3D genome structure 
populations

2. frequently occurring  chromatin clusters are enriched in binding of specific 
regulatory factors 

3.Two major factors, centromere clustering and transcription factor binding, 
significantly stabilize such regulatory communities

4.The regulatory communities differ substantially from cell to cell



1.Discover frequent spatial clusters 
in a 3D genome population

3856 frequent dense subgraphs :
at least 4 nodes, edge density at least 0.6, 
occurs in at least 100 genome structures.



2.Spatial clusters constitute 
various regulatory communities.

regulatory community : 
a frequent spatial cluster whose member domains are significantly 
co-enriched in binding to the same regulatory factor(s)



2.Spatial clusters constitute 
various regulatory communities.

Functional plasticity of chromatin domain. 

An active domain in chromosome 19 can 
participate in two different clusters that 
are enriched with binding of the same 
transcription factors, including RNAPII, 
CTCF, NFYB and CREB1.



Validation of  co-localization with 3D FISH



3.Centromeric domains are hubs for 
inter-chromosomal clusters.

a.the vast majority (87%) of 3,107 inter-chromosomal clusters contain at least 1 centromeric domain.
b.the closer a domain is to the centromere of its chromosome, the more frequently it participates
in stable inter-chromosomal clusters
c.clusters involving more chromosomes generally have a higher proportion of centromeric domains



3.Centromeric domains are hubs for 
inter-chromosomal clusters.



4.Transcription factors may stabilize 
regulatory communities.

repressors

activators

Immune Response TFs



4.Transcription factors may stabilize 
regulatory communities.



5.The genome structure population contains 
multiple substates



5.The genome structure population contains 
multiple substates



Summary

1.A graph-based computational framework for the analysis of 3D 
genome structure populations

2. frequently occurring chromatin clusters are enriched in binding of 
specific regulatory factors 

3.Two major factors, centromere clustering and transcription factor 
binding, significantly stabilize such regulatory communities

4.The regulatory communities differ substantially from cell to cell



3D genome modeling
opportunity and challenge

a. single cell level (limited capture efficiency)

b. diploid genome 

c. Integration: ChIA-PET, Lamin,FISH

at which scale ?(inter chromosome; inter domain; intra domain)

what biological question can we solve?

How much we approach the real structure?

How to verify?

Is it necessary?





100 kb resolution10 Mb resolution
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